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1 General Information
1.1 Information about this whitepaper
This document describes additional REX 300 functions and the settings required for them on the basis
of examples. The necessary basic knowledge for dealing with the REX routers is presumed.
We have checked the contents of this whitepaper to ensure that they match the hardware and
software described. However, System Helmholz GmbH can assume no liability for any existing
differences, as these cannot be fully ruled out. When using your purchased products, please make sure
to use the latest version of the manual, which can be viewed and downloaded on the Internet at
www.helmholz.de.

Configuration, execution, and operating errors can interfere with the proper operation of the REX
devices and result in personal injury, as well as property or environmental damage. Only adequately
qualified personnel may operate the REX devices!

1.2 Important notes regarding VPN
VPN connections from a client computer to a REX 300 unit functioning as a VPN server can only be
established if the Internet connection is allowed to send incoming data to the REX 300 unit. In other
words, if incoming data traffic is completely blocked for your Internet connection, you will not be
able to establish a VPN connection to your REX 300 router.
VPN connections allow you access to the LAN interface of the REX 300. That means, once you
establish a VPN connection, you will have to work with the IP address range of the REX 300 LAN
interface. A REX 300 with the LAN IP address 192.168.0.100 is reached via the Internet in this
description. You have already established a VPN connection from your computer (LAN IP address
192.168.1.111 in this example) to the REX 300. Now you want to access the REX 300 web interface, so
you enter 192.168.0.100 into your web browser’s address bar. The VPN arranges for the query to the IP
192.168.0.100 be sent to the REX 300 unit through the VPN tunnel via the Internet. This will then
send you the data of the web interface, enabling you to work with it. The same applies if you want to
use the MPI/PROFIBUS interface. When using VPN, the LAN IP address of the REX 300 must be stored
in the NETLink driver (SH S7-NET) in order to access the MPI/PROFIBUS interface via VPN.
The standard port for web OpenVPN is 1194, In the event that this has to be changed to port 80, it
should be noted that the port for the REX 300 web interface (default 80) also needs to be adapted, as it
will otherwise not be possible to access the web interface.
Two types of encryptions can be chosen from. In the example described here, a randomly generated
static key is used. It is not possible to establish several simultaneous REX 300 connections with a PC
client with this predefined key.
A description of the use of X.509 certificates is not a component of this documentation.
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1.3 OpenVPN - Client/Router connection (with wizard)
The following pages describe how you produce an OpenVPN connection between a client PC and the
REX 300 with the help of the integrated wizard. The instructions refer to a cable-connected REX 300
that is configured as a classic router and to an Internet-compatible Windows  client PC on which the
OpenVPN software is installed.

WAN or public IP
address:
217.6.86.39 
Internet

OpenVPN
IP subnet:192.168.0.0 /24

LAN IP address:
192.168.0.100 

 Static IP address that can be accessed from the Internet at the deployment location of the REX 300
 Default IP address in the delivery condition
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2 Installing the OpenVPN software
The freely available OpenVPN software can be installed from the REX 300 product CD. However, we
always recommend acquiring the most recent version from the Internet from the https://openvpn.net
download page (https://openvpn.net/index.php/open-source/downloads.html).

Please always carry out the OpenVPN instances as the administrator (right mouse click - "Run as
administrator") and confirm the query of the user account control system with "Yes".
In the menu-guided OpenVPN setup, please confirm all dialogues in order to go to the respective next
installation step (no adjustment needs to be carried out in the suggested component selection).
Following successful installation, all files will have been filed in the OpenVPN standard installation
folder "C:\Program Files (x86)\OpenVPN" of your PC.
OpenVPN automatically created the folder "\config" during installation. As described in the next
chapter, the OpenVPN configuration files from the REX 300 must be stored in this directory.
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3 Settings in the REX 300
The steps necessary for configuring an OpenVPN connection will now be described with the help of
the integrated wizard.
Open the REX 300 web interface in a standard browser. In this example it is presumed that the
standard LAN IP address of the factory setting is active. The IP address 192.168.0.100 must
consequently be entered into the address bar of the browser.
The First Start page is shown following successful web interface registration:

The language selection is found to the top right if needed. For the subsequent steps click the "Classic
router" field.

The "First Start" page is only displayed when the router is started in the delivery condition.
Once selected, changing between the portal server and the classic router is only possible following a
reset to factory settings.
The window with the system information subsequently opens. With the top menu bar you go to
"Wizard".
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In the explanations now described it is presumed that the WAN access to the Internet has already
been successfully configured!
The most important settings can be easily made with the help of a wizard. For the procedure described
here it should be noted that the OpenVPN method has been chosen in the selection menu.

Then click on the "Start" button to start the VPN wizard.
Because the LAN & Internet wizards haven't been carried out yet, the following warning appears:

As already noted, the correct LAN and WAN settings are presumed in this example. To this purpose
put a check in the box and click on "Start". The information following subsequent to this is confirmed
with "Next >".
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The client-router connection is selected on this page and confirmed with "Next >".

In this step the REX 300 uses a random generator to create a static key. This is filed under the name
shown here (the name can be changed later if necessary). Now click on the "Next >". button.

In conclusion you receive the information as to under which menu points the corresponding
configuration file can be found in the REX 300 and downloaded. This procedure is described in the
next chapter. The dialogue can be confirmed with "Next >".

Acknowledge the following field with "Finish"
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The REX 300 will now apply the configuration. This process will take about 30 seconds. The
previously described procedure is completed as soon as a green check appears in front of the VPN
wizard in the wizard screen.

The previously generated files stored in the REX 300 must now be transferred to your Windows  PC
and adapted for the VPN connection.

To this purpose go to the menu "VPN" (1.)– "OpenVPN" (2.) - "Connections" (3.) and click the diskette
button (4.) to download.
The "Wizard.ovpn" (the "Wizard_Static_Key.key" is found in the "static key" directory) is ready for
download in the "Connections" directory.
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Move the mouse pointer over the "Wizard.ovpn" link (5.) with the blue background and open the
Windows selection menu with a right mouse click, and then select "Save target as…" (6.).
The files must be saved in the directory C:\Program Files (x86)\OpenVPN\config\.

In the case of activated UAC (User Account Control) under Windows 7, an error message with the
following text appears when an attempt is made to save to this directory:
"The file could not be saved because you do not possess the required authorization. Choose another
folder to save."
In this case, initially save the file at another location (e.g. Libraries - "Documents") and then move
these manually into the …\config directory.
Confirm the query for administrator rights with "Continue":
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When the "Wizard.ovpn" file is successfully saved on your computer, the previously named steps
must also be carried out for the already created "static key" (Wizard_Static_Key.key).

If you have saved both the "Wizard.ovpn" and the "Wizard_Static_Key.key" in the \config folder, the
OpenVPN software must be started in Windows Desktop via
"Start  Programs  OpenVPN  OpenVPN GUI“
.
The following symbol (bottom right) then appears in the Windows task bar:

Right-click on the OpenVPN icon in order to open the software context menu,
Click on "Edit configuration", in order to edit the “Wizard.ovpn” file.

The "Wizard.ovpn" file can be opened with a standard text editor in order to be able to carry out the
necessary changes.
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The OpenVPN software on your PC must now be provided with the IP address and the path to the
correct encryption file. The following entries must therefore be manually adapted:

• For one thing, you must indicate the path to the "Wizard_Static_Key.key" file under the point
"secret". Be sure to use the method of entry with double slashes and superscript exclamation
marks!
secret "C:\\Program Files (x86)\\OpenVPN\\config\\Wizard_Static_Key.key"
• You must also define the Internet address to which the OpenVPN connection should be
established. In our example, the WAN IP of the REX 300 with the (here only as an example and
not to be used in your application case) WAN IP address is entered.
remote 217.6.86.39

OpenVPN also allows users to use a proxy server as an Internet access point. To this purpose you must
convert the preset network protocol from UDP to TCP. Many proxy servers don't allow the UDP
protocol. In this case, change the entry "proto udp" to "proto tcp-client" in the Wizard.ovpn file on your
PC.
The configuration is completed once the file is saved.
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4 Establish and end tunnel connection
You open the context menu with a right mouse click on the OpenVPN symbol in the Windows task
bar. Click with the left mouse button on "Connect".

OpenVPN will now attempt to establish a VPN connection to the previously configured other
connection point. This can be recognized in that the OpenVPN symbol changes to the yellow state.

Please note that the VPN connection can only be established when no other port barriers are active in
the involved firewalls. The tunnel connection is displayed for you in the form of a green OpenVPN
symbol.

In this example you can now reach the LAN IP address of the removed REX 300 and, for example,
open the web interface with the URL: http:\\192.168.0.100.
If you would like to disconnect, click with the right mouse button on the OpenVPN symbol and select
"Disconnect". The icon will now change color from green to gray, indicating that the tunnel
connection has been terminated.
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